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Thyroid cancer is the most common endocrine malignancy and the fifth most common
cancer in women, with an estimated 62,980 new cases expected in the United States in
2014.1 Thyroid cancers are divided into four major histological types: papillary (85%),
follicular (11%), medullary (3%), and anaplastic (1%).2,3 Papillary and follicular thyroid
cancers (PTC and FTC) are referred to as differentiated thyroid cancers (DTCs).
In the past few decades, the incidence of thyroid carcinoma has increased, but
thyroid cancer mortality has remained stable at 0.5 cases per 100,000 persons.4 The
reasons for the worldwide increase in thyroid cancer are unclear; some authors suspect
that the rise in thyroid cancer incidence reflects the increasing use of imaging studies
leading to incidental identification, while others suggest that there is a true increase
even in large tumors possibly related to environmental changes.5,6 The increase rate
among thyroid cancers is mostly due to an increase in PTC diagnosis.7
Prognostic factors in DTC include age at diagnosis, sex, family history, preoperative thyroid-stimulating hormone levels, and postoperative stimulated thyroglobulin
values.8 The mortality rate is higher in patients diagnosed with DTC after the age of
45 years than in younger patients.9,10 Older patients are also more likely to have aggressive histological variants, extensive neck disease, and distant metastases at diagnosis.
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Abstract: Thyroid cancer is the most common endocrine malignancy, and its incidence is
increasing. Standard therapy for most patients with localized differentiated thyroid cancer (DTC)
includes surgery, radioactive iodine, and thyroid hormone replacement. A minority of thyroid
cancer patients requires systemic therapy for metastatic disease. Patients with metastatic DTC
do not usually benefit from traditional cytotoxic chemotherapy. In this review, we describe newly
developed small-molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) that are being actively tested and
used in the management of advanced thyroid cancer. The use of TKIs as a form of molecular
targeted therapy is evolving based on understanding of the pathways involved in DTC. Disrupting
tumor vascular supply by targeting vascular endothelial growth factor receptor signaling is the
most commonly used approach to treat advanced/metastatic DTC. Other mechanisms include
targeting BRAF, MAPK/ERK kinase, or mammalian target of rapamycin signaling. Although
TKIs appear to have superior efficacy compared to cytotoxic chemotherapy, they can cause
substantial adverse effects; symptomatic management of adverse effects, dose adjustment, or
cessation of therapy may be required.
Keywords: differentiated thyroid cancer, progression-free survival, adverse effects, targeted
therapy, sorafenib, lenvatinib
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Sex is another important prognostic factor, as DTC is more
frequent in women than men while the relative mortality is
much higher in men compared to women.1,11
The histologic findings of malignant thyroid nodules provide important prognostic information. The oncocytic (Hurthle
cell) variant of FTC is associated with worse prognosis and
it is also less responsive to radioiodine therapy. Furthermore,
tall-cell, columnar-cell, and diffuse sclerosing variants of PTC
carry worse prognosis compared to conventional PTC.12
BRAF gene mutation (p.V600E) is the most prevalent
(29%–69%) point mutation in PTC.13,14 It has been associated with aggressive behavior, extrathyroidal invasion, lymph
node metastasis, and advanced stage in PTC.15–18 Moreover,
BRAF mutation was shown to have a low positive predictive
value of 28% and a high negative predictive value of 87% for
PTC recurrence,19 suggesting that its use in thyroid cancer
prognostic evaluation should be exercised with caution. The
use of BRAF mutation for PTC prognosis is still controversial
since it is found in about half of PTCs,16 with ,10%–15%
of the tumors displaying aggressive behavior.17
RAS mutations are associated with follicular thyroid
neoplasia and almost half of cases of FTC,13 but the sensitivity and specificity are not sufficient to support these
mutations’ use as a molecular marker for the prediction of
prognosis.20,21
RAS is another protein in the inner surface of the cell
membrane and essential part of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling pathway. Activating RAS
mutations can be seen in about 10%–20% of PTCs but are
more common in FTC (40%–50%) of follicular carcinomas and 20%–40% of poorly differentiated and anaplastic
carcinomas.22
RET/PTC rearrangements are seen in about 10%–20%
of PTCs, especially in young adults and occasionally in
benign thyroid nodules.23–25 PAX8/PPAR-γ rearrangement is
detected in about one-third of FTC and in a follicular variant
of PTC but not in classic PTC and it is associated with tumor
multifocality and vascular invasion.26
Distant metastases can be seen at the time of initial
diagnosis in 2%–12% of DTC patients 27–29 and can be
detected during subsequent follow-up in about 5%–30%
of patients.27,29,30 The 10-year overall survival rate for DTC
patients with distant metastases ranges from 20% to 51%.
The remarkable variation in metastatic burden estimation
and its effect on survival is likely to be explained by the
various methods reported in the literature for assessing
metastatic sites, as well as the retrospective nature of
published data.29,30
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Traditionally, metastatic DTC has been considered
a chemotherapy-resistant malignancy, and our ability to
effectively treat these patients was very limited. In the past
decade, remarkable advances have been achieved through
better characterization of molecular pathways involved in
DTC. These molecular pathways play an important role for
the cancer cell survival and aggressiveness mostly via the
activation of multiple intracellular receptors and tyrosine
kinases. In particular, small-molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), which block key signaling pathways involved
in tumor growth, are showing efficacy in thyroid cancer. In
this review, we describe the current treatment of advanced
DTC, with a focus on the TKIs that are being actively tested
and used in this disease.

Traditional treatment of DTC
Surgery
Surgery is the treatment of choice for localized or locally
invasive DTC. Total thyroidectomy is the gold-standard
treatment when the size of the primary tumor is more than
1 cm.2 Total thyroidectomy is also recommended for multifocal disease. A limited surgical approach (lobectomy) may be
justified in patients with unifocal tumor ,1 cm in diameter
or multifocal papillary microcarcinomas. If there is evidence of lymph node involvement in patients with papillary
cancer, central neck (level IV) dissection in addition to total
thyroidectomy is recommended.2,31 Even in the absence of
obvious nodal involvement preoperatively, central dissection
is recommended for patients with a primary tumor .4 cm
in diameter.2

Radioactive iodine
In DTC patients, radioactive iodine (RAI) is used to ablate
residual thyroid tissue and small-volume cancer deposits.
RAI therapy is recommended after thyroidectomy in patients
with tumor size .4 cm, extrathyroidal extension, lymph
node involvement, worrisome histologic subtypes, or known
distant metastasis.2
Radioiodine-refractory DTC is defined by documenting
disease progression after receiving a cumulative RAI dose
of .600 mCi, disease progression within a few months (usually
within 12 months) after receiving therapeutic dose of RAI
(usually .100 mCi), or the absence of RAI uptake in known
metastases seen by other cross-body imaging techniques.32,33

Cytotoxic chemotherapy
Patients with progressive disease are candidates for cytotoxic
chemotherapy. Major drugs in this group include doxorubicin,
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paclitaxel, and cisplatin. Systemic chemotherapy is highly
toxic and usually associated with very low response rates
that are usually partial and short lived.34,35 Prior to the development of targeted therapies, cytotoxic chemotherapy was
used in patients with rapidly progressive, locally advanced or
metastatic disease who had limited treatment options.

Tyrosine kinase inhibitors
TKIs were introduced in thyroid cancer management based on
the expanding knowledge of molecular pathways involved in
thyroid carcinoma. In RAI-resistant DTC that is progressive
and not amenable to surgical resection, these drugs are often
offered after careful consideration of potential side effects and
possible benefits from disease control. While TKIs improved
partial response rates, progression-free survival (PFS), and
stable disease rates, the impact of TKIs on overall survival
has not been well documented.36
Most TKIs studied in DTC target signaling by
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and its

Multikinase inhibitors and differentiated thyroid carcinoma

receptors (VEGFRs). Anti-VEGF TKIs are ATP-mimetic
agents that bind to the ATP-binding site of the intracellular
tyrosine kinase domain of VEGFRs (Figure 1).37,38 Most
agents in this class of drugs have been approved to treat
other malignancies, and recently the US Food and Drug
administration (FDA) and the European Medicine Agency
(EMA) approved sorafenib for the management of progressive DTC.39,40 We here summarize the clinical experience
reported for the important TKIs that are being tested or have
potential for use in DTC (Table 1).

Sorafenib
Sorafenib is an oral TKI that targets rearranged during
transfection (RET), VEGFR1-3, FMS-like tyrosine kinase 3
(FLT3), c-Kit, and BRAF.41 Inhibition of MAPK activation
after sorafenib treatment was shown in colon, pancreas, and
breast cancer cell lines. In colon, breast, and non-small-cell
lung cancer xenograft models, sorafenib demonstrated a
broad spectrum of antitumor activity.42

Figure 1 A simplified illustration about the intracellular pathways and mechanisms of action for select small-molecule kinase inhibitors in differentiated thyroid carcinoma.
Abbreviations: Sor, sorafenib; Sun, sunitinib; Len, lenvatinib; Paz, pazopanib; Mot, motesanib; Axi, axitinib; Vem, vemurafenib; Dab, dabrafenib; VEGFR, vascular endothelial
growth factor receptor; FGFR, fibroblast growth factor receptor; RET/PTC, rearranged during transfection/papillary thyroid carcinoma; PI3K, phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase;
mTOR, mammalian target of rapamycin.
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VEGFR1-3, PDGFR

VEGFR1-3, FGFR1-3,
PDGFR-α and -β, KIT

MEK1/MEK2

mTOR

Axitinib (Inlyta)

Pazopanib (Votrient)

Selumetinib

Everolimus (Affintor)

10 mg daily

100 mg BID

800 mg daily

5 mg BID

125 mg daily

50 mg daily

37.5 mg daily

24 mg daily

400 mg BID

Dose

Single arm,
multicenter

Single arm,
multicenter

Single arm,
multicenter
Single arm,
multicenter

Single arm

Single arm/
center

Multicenter,
double blind
RCT

Multicenter,
double blind
RCT

Design

40

39

37

45

93

37

33

392

417

Number
of patients

PR 5%, SD 76%

PR 3%, SD 54%,
PD 28%

PR 49%, 95% CI
35%–68%

PR 31%, SD 42%

ORR 14%; SD 67%

PR 13%, SD 68%,
PD 10%, and
NE 13%

ORR 31% (95% CI
16%–47%)

PFS 10.8 mo vs
5.8 mo
(HR 0.58, 95%
CI 0.45–0.75;
P,0.0001)
PFS 18.3 mo vs
3.6 mo
(HR 0.21, 95% CI
0.14–0.31; P,0.0001)

Primary outcome

Hypertension (68%), diarrhea (59%),
appetite decreased (50%), weight
loss (46%), nausea (41%)

Hand–foot skin reaction (76.3%),
diarrhea (68.6%), alopecia (67.1%),
desquamation (50.2%)

Side effects

Fatigue (11%), neutropenia (34%),
hand/foot syndrome (17%), diarrhea
(17%), and leukopenia (31%)
Fatigue (79%), diarrhea (56%),
palmar-plantar erythrodysesthesia
(53%), neutropenia (49%), and
hypertension (42%)
Response duration 24 wk in Diarrhea (59%), hypertension
35%; PFS 40 weeks (95% CI, (56%), fatigue (46%), and weight
32%–50%); Tg concentration loss (40%)
decrease in 81%
Median PFS 18.1 mo
Hypertension (12%), fatigue (5%),
(DTC and MTC)
proteinuria (5%)
PFS 11.7 mo
Fatigue (74%), skin and hair
hypopigmentation (72%), diarrhea
(69%), and nausea (69%)
PFS 23 wk
Rash (59%), diarrhea (44%), fatigue
(41%), peripheral edema (31%),
elevated liver enzymes (23%)
PFS 47 wk
Mucositis (84%), anorexia (44%),
elevated liver enzymes (26%)

SUV change: -11.7%
in ORR, -13.9% in SD
(P=0.03)

ORR 12.2% vs 0.5%
(P,0.0001), disease
control rate 54.1% vs 33.8%
(P,0.0001). OS (HR 0.80,
95% CI 0.54–1.19; P=0.14)
ORR (CR, PR), OS
CRs 1.5% vs 0%; PRs
63.2% vs 1.5%

Other outcomes

Lim et al77

Hayes et al88

Bible et al62

Cohen et al60

Sherman et al57

Cohen et al53

Carr et al54

Schlumberger
et al66

Brose et al48

Reference

Abbreviations: BID, Twice a day; CI, confidence interval; c-Kit, stem cell factor receptor; DTC, differentiated thyroid cancer; FGFR, fibroblast growth factor receptor; FLT3, FMS like tyrosine kinase 3; HR, hazards ratio; MEK, MAPK/
ERK kinase; MTC, medullary thyroid cancer; mTOR, Mammalian target of rapamycin; OS, overall survival; PD, progressive disease; PDGFR, platelet-derived growth factor receptor; PFS, progression-free survival; PR, partial response;
RCT, randomized controlled trial; RET, rearranged during transfection; SD, stable disease; VEGFR, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor; SUV, standardized uptake values; CR, complete response; NE, not estimable; ORR, objective
response rate; mo, month; Tg, thyroglobulin; wk, week; CI, confidence interval.

VEGFR1-3, PDGFR,
and c-Kit

VEGFR1-3,
PDGFR α/β,
FLT3, RET

VEGFR1-3, RET,
FGFR1-4,
c-kit, PDGFR α/β

RET, VEGFR1-3, FLT3,
c-Kit, and BRAF

Molecular target

Motesanib

Phase II trials
Sunitinib (Sutent)

Lenvatinib

Phase III trials
Sorafenib (Nexavar)

Drug (commercial
name)

Table 1 Summary of main Phase II and III clinical trials of tyrosine kinase inhibitors in differentiated thyroid cancer
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A number of trials, mainly Phase II, have examined
sorafenib’s efficacy in metastatic thyroid cancer.41,43–46 In a
meta-analysis that included seven small Phase II studies using
sorafenib in DTC patients, the overall partial response, stable
disease, and progressive disease rates were 21%, 60%, and
20%, respectively. Sorafenib had been discontinued in 16%
of patients because of toxicities or intolerance. The dose of
sorafenib had been reduced in 56% of patients. Sorafenib
toxicities include hypertension, fatigue, hand–foot skin reaction, squamous cell carcinoma, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
elevated levels of liver enzymes, weight loss, proteinuria,
arthralgia, and bone marrow suppression.40
A recently published multicenter, randomized, doubleblind, placebo-controlled, Phase III trial (DECISION)
enrolled 417 patients with progressive and RAI-resistant
DTC; a 1:1 randomization scheme was used. This study
only included patients who did not use any other TKIs or
chemotherapy earlier. Sorafenib (starting at a maximal dose
of 400 mg twice daily) use (n=207 patients) was associated
with a PFS duration of 10.8 months compared to 5.8 months
for the placebo-treated group (n=210 patients), P,0.0001.
Overall survival rate between sorafenib and placebo group
was not statistically significant. The reason for similar overall
survival rate could be drug crossover between groups.47
The DECISION study has suggested that BRAF and RAS
mutations were not predictive markers for sorafenib effect on
PFS. The most frequent treatment-emergent adverse events
in the sorafenib group were hand–foot skin reaction (76.3%),
diarrhea (68.6%), alopecia (67.1%), and other skin reactions (50.2%).48 Cardiovascular effects of sorafenib include
hypertension, prolonged QT interval, cardiac ischemia, and
congestive heart failure.49 Gastrointestinal perforation is
an unusual complication of anti-VEGF therapy, including
sorafenib; it requires drug discontinuation.
In the DECISION trial, dose reductions were required in
64% of patients receiving sorafenib and nearly 19% of patients
receiving placebo.48 Lower doses of sorafenib were also used in
some studies for patients with RAI-resistant DTC, pulmonary
metastases from PTC, and brain metastasis from FTC, with the
same apparent therapeutic effect and better tolerance.50,51
Sorafenib is currently approved in the US and the
European Union (EU) to treat renal cell carcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma, and now DTC as well, based on data
from the DECISION trial.48

Sunitinib
Sunitinib is another oral multikinase inhibitor that inhibits VEGFR1-3, platelet-derived growth factor receptor
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(PDGFR)-α and -β, stem cell factor receptor (c-Kit),
FLT3, and RET.52
The role of sunitinib in the treatment of metastatic DTC
has been evaluated with several studies. In 2008, a Phase II
study showed partial response and stable disease rates of
13% and 68%, respectively, in patients with DTC refractory to curative treatment.53 A more recent Phase II study of
sunitinib in patients with advanced DTC had 7% complete
response, 25% partial response, and 48% stable disease
rates.54 Adverse effects of sunitinib have significant overlap
with those of sorafenib, including hypertension, hand–foot
syndrome, mucositis, and fatigue. Sunitinib is currently
approved in the US and EU for treating advanced renal
cell carcinoma, gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST), and
advanced pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors.

Motesanib
Motesanib is an oral small-molecule multikinase inhibitor that inhibits VEGFR1-3, PDGFR, and c-Kit. In vivo
studies have shown that motesanib selectively targets
neovascularization by inhibiting VEGF-induced vascular
permeability and cellular proliferation.55 Antitumor activity of motesanib was demonstrated in a Phase I study that
included five patients with DTC.56 In an open-label Phase II
study of 93 patients with progressive and RAI-resistant
DTC, motesanib use resulted in objective response in
14% of subjects and stable disease in 67%, with an estimated median PFS of 40 weeks (95% confidence interval
32%–50%). Similar to sorafenib and sunitinib, motesanib’s
most common adverse effects included diarrhea, hypertension, weight loss, and fatigue.57 Motesanib is not available
commercially.

Axitinib
Axitinib is an orally available and potent selective smallmolecule inhibitor of VEGFR1-3. An in vitro study showed
that this drug blocked endothelial cell proliferation and
decreased tumor vascularization.58 In an early trial, axitinib showed activity in patients with some tumor types,
including thyroid cancer.59 During a Phase II trial, axitinib
was associated with a response rate of 30% in patients
with advanced RAI-resistant DTC, and 38% of patients
had stable disease lasting $16 weeks.60 The most common side effects were diarrhea, hypertension, fatigue,
and decreased appetite and weight.61 Axitinib is approved
in the US and EU to treat advanced renal cell carcinoma
that has not responded or has recurred after one prior
systemic therapy.
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Pazopanib
Pazopanib is an orally active small-molecule inhibitor of
VEGFR1-3, fibroblast growth factor receptors (FGFR) 1–3,
PDGFR-α and -β, interleukin-2 receptor inducible T-cell
kinase (Itk), leukocyte-specific protein tyrosine kinase (Lck),
c-Kit, and transmembrane glycoprotein receptor tyrosine
kinase (c-Fms). The partial response rate was 49% and lasted
more than 1 year for patients with RAI-refractory and/or
metastatic DTC.62 Dose reduction was required because of
adverse effects such as fatigue, skin and hair hypopigmentation, diarrhea, and nausea.62 Hepatotoxicity is a known
toxicity of pazopanib, which could be fatal and has generated a black-box warning. Liver enzymes must be monitored
before and during therapy. Other side effects include cardiac
dysfunction and QT prolongation, thromboembolic events,
gastrointestinal perforation, and hypertension. A Phase II
trial is ongoing to compare pazopanib treatment interruption
with continuous therapy in RAI-refractory progressive DTC
(PAZOTHYR 2012-003162-41, NCT01813136). Pazopanib
is approved in the US and EU for treating patients with
advanced renal cell carcinoma and soft-tissue sarcoma.

Lenvatinib
Lenvatinib is an orally available multikinase inhibitor that
targets VEGFR1-3, FGFR1-4, c-Kit, and PDGFR-β. The
inhibition of FGFRs offers an opportunity to overcome
resistance to VEGF/VEGFR inhibitors. In vitro, lenvatinib
decreased lymphatic vessel density in human breast cancer
xenografts.63 In Phase I trials, the most common drug-related
adverse effects were hypertension, diarrhea, nausea, stomatitis, proteinuria, and vomiting.64 In a Phase II study, 59% of
RAI-refractory DTC patients had a partial response. Stable
disease was observed in 36% of patients, with a median
PFS of 13.3 months.65 In a Phase III trial (SELECT), the
median PFS was 18.3 months in patients with progressive
RAI-resistant DTC who received lenvatinib (n=261), compared with 3.6 months for placebo-treated matched patients
(n=131).66 This study compared lenvatinib (starting dose
of 24 mg) with placebo in a 2:1 double-blind randomized
allocation. The complete response rate was 1.5% in the
lenvatinib group and 0% in the placebo group. The median
overall survival time was not reached because the study
allowed crossover between the two study arms. Efficacy was
seen in different prespecified subgroups, including patients
who received one prior anti-VEGF therapy. In this study,
no unexpected toxicities were reported. The most common
side effects of lenvatinib included hypertension, diarrhea,
reduced appetite, weight loss, and nausea. Dose reduction
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was needed in about 80% of the subjects who received lenvatinib, and drug discontinuation secondary to side effects
was needed in about 14% of patients.66 Lenvatinib is not yet
available commercially.

BRAF inhibitors
BRAF is a proto-oncogene that produces the B-Raf protein.
Raf proteins are serine/threonine kinases that function as
oncoproteins.67 There are three kinds of Raf kinase proteins:
A-Raf, B-Raf, and C-Raf. B-Raf has a role in signaling that
leads to cell growth.
BRAF mutations result in signals for cellular proliferation
being triggered without an external stimulus, ie, uncontrolled
cell proliferation. So far, 65 different BRAF mutations have
been reported.68 The most frequent is p.V600E, in which
valine (V) is substituted with glutamic acid (E). This mutation is found especially in thyroid cancer, colon cancer, and
melanoma.67
Because deregulation of BRAF kinase can cause cancer,
BRAF kinase is a potential target for cancer treatment. Two
types of small-molecule BRAF kinase inhibitors have been
developed. Type 1 inhibitors bind to the active conformation, and type 2 inhibitors bind to an inactive site of BRAF
kinase.67 Well-known BRAF inhibitors are vemurafenib and
dabrafenib, described as follows.

Vemurafenib
Vemurafenib is an orally administered type 1 BRAF inhibitor.
This agent inhibits not only BRAF V600E but also V600D,
V600K, and V600R.67 At higher concentrations, vemurafenib
inhibits V600E-mutant BRAF, CRAF, wild-type BRAF, and
other kinases.69
In xenograft models, it showed activity in BRAF-mutated
melanoma.70 Clinical response was established in three
patients with BRAF (V600E)-mutated PTC in a Phase I
trial.71 Progressive RAI-refractory BRAF V600-mutant PTC
patients had a 35% partial response rate to vemurafenib,
and the 6-month disease control rate was 58%. The most
frequent side effects were rash, fatigue, weight loss, taste
alteration, squamous cell carcinoma, and alopecia.67 This
drug can be considered in patients with radiologically
progressive and RAI-resistant V600-mutant PTC in whom
antiangiogenic therapy is contraindicated.67 A pilot study is
in progress to test vemurafenib with radioiodine in patients
with DTC and poor DTC (14-031NCT02145143). The
FDA and EMA have approved this drug for patients with
unresectable or metastatic malignant melanoma with BRAF
V600E mutation.
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Dabrafenib
Dabrafenib is an oral type 1 BRAF kinase inhibitor. Dabrafenib
is selective for mutant BRAF.72 At higher concentrations,
dabrafenib also inhibits wild-type BRAF and CRAF kinases
and other kinases such as salt-inducible kinase 1 (SIK1),
NIMA-related kinase 11 (NEK11), and LIM domain kinase 1
(LIMK1).
In a Phase I trial, patients with BRAF-mutant metastatic
PTC had a 33% response rate to dabrafenib.72 A Phase II
trial comparing dabrafenib and dabrafenib plus trametinib is
ongoing in patients with BRAF-mutant metastatic PTC (OSU12064 NCI-2012-01700, NCCNGSK20014, NCT01723202).
A Phase I study of combination therapy with dabrafenib and
lapatinib ditosylate in patients with unresectable refractory
thyroid cancer is also under way (NCI-2013-01748 9354,
13-061, P30CA008748, U01CA069856, NCT01947023).
General side effects of dabrafenib are pyrexia, fatigue, headache, neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, leukopenia, astenia,
squamous cell carcinoma, basal cell carcinoma, rash, and
skin papillomas.67 This drug was approved by the FDA and
EMA for BRAF V600E mutation-positive unresectable or
metastatic melanoma.

MEK inhibitors
The nucleus of a cell communicates with the surface receptors through the MAPK/extracellular signal-regulated kinase
(ERK) (MEK) cascade. Activation of this cascade results in
cell proliferation, which leads to tumors. Aberrant activation
of MAPK not only promotes cell division but also inhibits
sodium-iodide symporter and thyroid peroxidase, which can
lead to RAI-resistant PTC. Activation starts with certain
mutations on oncogenes such as KRAS, NRAS, HRAS, and
BRAF.73 The MEK cascade has become a therapeutic target
for anticancer drugs.

Selumetinib
Selumetinib is an oral MEK1/MEK2 inhibitor that was
recently reported to increase RAI uptake and retention in 60%
of RAI-refractory DTC patients. The efficacy of selumetinib
was more pronounced in patients harboring RAS mutations;
however, these findings should be validated in a larger cohort
of DTC patients.74 A Phase III trial comparing the efficacy
of selumetinib vs placebo in patients with DTC is ongoing
(NCT01843062). Selumetinib is not available commercially.

Trametinib
Trametinib is another orally active drug that reversibly inhibits MEK1 and 2. A Phase I clinical trial showed activity in
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patients with BRAF-mutant melanoma. The most common
adverse effects were papulopustular rash, diarrhea, peripheral edema, fatigue, and acneiform dermatitis.75 There are
two ongoing Phase II studies of trametinib in patients with
DTC. The first is determining the effect of dabrafenib with
or without trametinib in patients with radioiodine-refractory,
BRAF-mutated DTC (OSU-12064 NCI-2012-01700,
NCCNGSK20014, NCT01723202). The second trial is
evaluating whether trametinib enhances the effects of RAI
therapy (NCI-2014-01106 13-157, 9446, U01CA069856,
P30CA008748, NCT02152995). Trametinib is commercially
available both in the US and EU for the indication of unresectable or metastatic melanoma with BRAF V600 mutation.

mTOR inhibitors
Mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) is a protein that
affects the phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase (PI3K)/Akt pathway.
Activation of this pathway results in cell proliferation and
reduction in iodide uptake in thyroid cells.76 Antagonizing
mTOR is a reasonable strategy against proliferating cancer
cells and RAI-resistant thyroid cancer.
The rapamycin analog, everolimus, is the major drug of
this group. Everolimus blocks cell proliferation. This drug
has an antiproliferative effect and antiangiogenic properties.
Phase II study results showed a low response rate in thyroid
cancer patients who are resistant to or not appropriate for
RAI.77 Even with the low response rate, the median PFS
was 43 weeks. The most common side effects were mucositis, anorexia, and hepatic enzyme elevation. Everolimus
is approved to treat hormone-receptor positive breast cancer,
unresectable or metastatic pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors,
and advanced renal-cell carcinoma after failure with sunitinib
or sorafenib.

TKI combination therapies
The variety of targets on the kinase pathway has increased
interest in combination therapies. Some of these therapies
increase RAI uptake in thyroid cancer. These data bring new
approaches for combination therapies especially for RAIresistant thyroid cancer.

VEGFR and mTOR inhibitors
Inhibiting angiogenesis by blocking VEGFRs is a valuable
strategy for cancer therapy. However, antiangiogenic regimens can cause increased circulating angiogenic factors such
as VEGF.78 Some preclinical reports showed that exposure
to some VEGFR inhibitors may increase metastasis.79 This
complication may be reduced by combining a TKI with
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an agent that has a complementary underlying biological
mechanism. mTOR inhibitors are potent antiangiogenic
drugs. They decrease VEGF serum levels by inhibiting
hypoxia-inducible factor 1 formation in vitro.80 In a xenograft model, mTOR inhibitor everolimus counterbalanced
the VEGF elevation created by sunitinib, and a significant
reduction in tumor size was seen.79 Combination therapy
with everolimus and sorafenib showed promising results in
Hurthle cell and medullary thyroid cancer patients.81 The
major adverse effects were liver transaminase elevation,
hyperglycemia, and pancreatitis.

BRAF and MEK inhibitors
The use of BRAF inhibitors is limited because of side effects
and tumor resistance. Molecular studies have shown that inhibition of the MAPK pathway with BRAF and MEK inhibitors is useful in overcoming resistance.82 A Phase I/II trial
of a selective BRAF inhibitor (dabrafenib) combined with
an MEK inhibitor (trametinib) in patients with metastatic
melanoma and BRAF V600 mutations resulted in improved
PFS compared with that for dabrafenib alone. Although the
risk of pyrexia increased, the rate of adverse skin lesions
was significantly reduced.83 A Phase II trial comparing these
treatments is underway in patients with BRAF-mutant metastatic PTC (OSU-12064NCI-2012-01700, NCCNGSK20014,
NCT01723202).

TKI-related side effects
Because of the serious adverse effects of TKIs, physicians
should perform a detailed examination before prescribing
this group of drugs. The medical history and laboratory
data should be focused on cardiovascular, hepatic, and renal
status. Patients with uncontrolled hypertension or disease in
areas at high risk of developing fistulas or bleeding cannot be
candidates.49 Patient performance status should be assessed
by using a validated scale such as Eastern Cooperative
Oncology Group (ECOG) scoring. Most clinical trials include
patients with ECOG scores .2. We do not have enough
evidence about the tolerance of TKIs in patients with poor
performance status.52
The most common side effect of antiangiogenic drugs is
hypertension. Although hypertension is a side effect, it is also
considered a biomarker to predict response to therapy.49 QT
prolongation is one of the cardiovascular side effects of TKIs.
Patients with prolonged QT or who are using antiarrhythmic drugs are not candidates for TKIs. Before starting TKI
treatment, patients should have baseline electrocardiogram
(ECG) and possibly echocardiogram. Although uncommon,
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congestive heart failure is another cardiovascular side effect
that can be seen with TKIs. This side effect is the result of
cardiomyotoxicity and is exacerbated with hypertension.
Standard treatment for heart failure may be required for
some patients.
Proteinuria can be caused by disturbed microvascular
permeability as a result of TKI treatment. Baseline renal
function and periodic urinalysis are recommended. There
are limited data about TKI usage in patients with end-stage
renal disease.
Hepatic transaminase and bilirubin elevation are seen generally with pazopanib and sunitinib treatment. Hepatotoxicity
can be fatal. Liver function testing is recommended at baseline and monthly for 4 months.49
Hematological side effects of TKIs are bone marrow
suppression, thrombosis, and tumor-related hemorrhage.
These side effects can be fatal. TKI treatment should be
discontinued at least 7 days before the surgery and should
not be started until wound healing is complete. There are
not enough data on TKIs used in patients with cerebral or
gastrointestinal hemorrhage in the previous 6 months. Serial
complete blood counts are recommended at baseline and
each clinical visit.
The most common dermatological side effects of TKIs,
especially with sorafenib, are hand–foot skin reaction and
rash. In the case of severe lesions, treatment can be ceased
permanently. Before starting sorafenib, evaluation for
squamous cell carcinomas should be performed.
TKIs may exacerbate hypothyroidism in patients who are
using levothyroxine therapy. Increasing levothyroxine dose
and close monitoring are required.
When compared to cytotoxic chemotherapy, TKIs are
well-tolerated cancer treatment drugs. Most of their side
effects can resolve spontaneously or after dose reduction or
drug discontinuation.84 Although patients are less likely to
discontinue TKIs than cytotoxic chemotherapy, some challenging and fatal side effects can nevertheless be seen under
TKI therapy.
Patients using multiple drugs for different reasons
should be careful before starting TKI therapy. Most TKIs are
metabolized in the liver by the cytochrome P450 system.85
Drugs that inhibit or induce this system can change TKIs’
plasma concentration.86 Patients should be aware of drug
interactions with TKIs.
Following are the recommendations for patients who are
considering or already using TKIs:
1. Preexisting hypertension should be adequately managed
and controlled before starting TKIs.87 The development
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7.
8.

of severe hypertension requires TKI dose modification
with initiating antihypertensive therapy. Patients who
already have hypertension before TKI treatment may
need to intensify antihypertensive regimen as well as
close follow-up.
Close monitoring and correction of electrolyte abnormality are warranted against QT prolongation and Torsade
de pointes. Attention should be paid to avoid combining
TKIs with other drugs known to prolong QT interval.49
Before starting TKI therapy, clinical assessment,
baseline ECG, and occasionally echocardiography are
recommended. Congestive heart failure is not common
with TKIs; however, if it occurs, it can be fatal.49
Proteinuria is another side effect of TKIs. Patients should
also have a baseline urinalysis and possibly protein-tocreatinine ratio assessment before starting TKI therapy
especially with some VEGFR inhibitors known to induce
proteinuria.86
The most common dermatologic reaction of TKIs, namely,
hand–foot syndrome, affects the quality of life. Drug interruption can reduce the skin toxicity. Supportive measures
and skin care can help to ameliorate this adverse effect.
Squamous cell carcinomas can also develop.
A rare but life-threatening complication of TKIs is
gastrointestinal perforation or fistula development.
Major risk factors for this complication are recent sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy, history of external beam
irradiation, underlying tumor, diverticulitis, and bowel
obstruction.
Although asymptomatic pancreatic enzyme elevation can
be seen with TKIs, acute pancreatitis is rare.
TKIs can reduce wound healing, cause thrombosis, and
cause mucosal bleeding.

Conclusion
TKIs are promising targeted therapies under investigation
for RAI-resistant DTC. The FDA has approved sorafenib in
these patients, and lenvatinib has shown remarkable efficacy
in DTC in therapy-naïve as well as after failing one prior TKI
therapy. The clinical role of other TKIs including BRAF,
MEK, and mTOR inhibitors is emerging. Current research
efforts are focused on refining combination treatment strategies and determining which patients will obtain the most
benefit from TKIs with the least toxicity.
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